ABSTRACT. We prove that compact m-regular minimal surfaces in a sphere are generalized Veronese surfaces if the Gaussian curvature satisfies an inequality.
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(Communicated by David G. Ebin) ABSTRACT . We prove that compact m-regular minimal surfaces in a sphere are generalized Veronese surfaces if the Gaussian curvature satisfies an inequality.
The Gaussian curvature of a surface is an intrinsic value. It is well known that minimal surfaces of constant curvature in a sphere are rigid [1] . These surfaces are called generalized Veronese surfaces in [3 or 5] . Now, we may conjecture that generalized Veronese surfaces can be characterized only by the Gaussian curvature.
In this paper, we will prove that this conjecture is true for m-regular minimal surfaces (m-regular means that the fcth normal space Nk satisfies dim Nk > dimNk-i for fc = 1,2,... ,m, where dim No = 0, and 0-regular mapping means an ordinary regular one). That is, we prove the following:
THEOREM. Let M be a compact connected oriented surface minimally immersed in a unit sphere through the m-regular immersion.
If its Gaussian curvature K satisfies 2 2
then M is a generalized Veronese surface.
Preliminaries.
Let M be a (2+i>)-dimensional Riemannian manifold of constant curvature c, and M a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold which is immersed in M by the immersion x : M -► M. Let (ei, e2, ■ ■ ■, ei+v) be an orthonormal frame field over M such that {e\,e-i) is an orthonormal frame field over M. Let w^ and cjab be basic and connection forms with respect to the above orthonormal frames. Then, as is well known, we have wQ = 0, ojia = J2 hijUj, Ay = h% dtjJi-tjJij AWj, iytj, du}ij = J^ Wifc A wkj -Üíj, Qij = -^2 RijktoJk A u>i, Since M is minimal in U, we may write
where fa and ga are functions on U. Then, using the structure equations, we easily see that the complex valued function
is holomorphic in z = u + iv, where Fi = ^2faea and G\ = H9aea-For a tangent vector X -cos 9 ■ e\ + sin 6 ■ e2 of Mp, we have the mapping <pi from Mp into N(p) as follows: PROOF. For n = 1,2, we have proved our assertion in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. By induction on n, we will prove our assertion. So we assume that the above assertion holds for all t < n -1 < m, 3 < n. Then we can choose a neighborhood U of a point p G M in which there exist isothermal coordinates (u, v) and frame fields satisfying (2.1) and ' kt-lU>aiß1 = ktu>i = fct_iwQ2/?2, wQl7 = ua2l = 0, kt-iojai02 = ktoj2 = -kt-iua2ß1, 2í + 2 < 7, ai = 2t -1, a2 = 2t, ßi=2t + 1, ß2 = 2í + 2, í = l,2,...,n-l, where fco = 1 and fct (1 < t < n -1) are positive differentiable functions on M.
Using the structure equations, from (2.12)n_i we have (2.13)"_i ußlß2 = (í + l)wi2-(logfct)2w1 + (logfct)iu2, Next, we consider the case that there exists a point po G M such that dimXm+i(po) > dimAm(po). We choose a neighborhood U of po in which there exist isothermal coordinates (u,v) and frame fields satisfying (2.1) and (2.12)m+i. We must remark that km+1 is a differentiable function on M and vanishes at a point where dimAm+1(p) = dimATO(p). On U we can consider the image of Sp under the mapping tpm+2. For the same reason as above, it is a point or a circle according as dimNm+2(p) -dimNm+i(p) = 0 or ^ 0. Using the structure equations, from 
